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Abstract. Wagner and Staiger (1977) characterized in the recursion-theoretic hierarchies the classes 
of o~-languages accepted by deterministic (D) and nondeterministic (N) w-Turing aeceptors under 
various acceptance onditions. In this paper their results are extended to alternating (A) ~o-Turing 
acceptors. It is shown that under a certain acceptance ondition alternating ¢o-Turing acceptors 
accept precisely the arithmetical w-languages. On the other hand, the class of oJ-languages~accepted 
by alternating co-Turing acceptors under Muller's condition lies properly between ,Y[ and A2 ~ in 
the analytical hierarchy. In terms of acceptional power each of the following situations is possible, 
depending on the acceptance ondition chosen: D = N --- A, D < N = A, D = N < A, and D < N < A. 
Introduction 
Over the past three and a half decades the acceptional power of finite control 
machines working on infinite inputs has been much investigated, beginning with 
[1, 11], and the results have found applications in areas as diverse as asynchronous 
switching theory, continuous (nonterminating) programming and logic. Un- 
doubtedly the strongest positive result in this direction is Rabin's so-called Tree 
Theorem [12] which used automata working on infinite trees to provide a decision 
procedure for the monadic second order theory of the infinite binary tree. Papers 
[1, 3, 7, 8, 10-13, 15] provide a small sample of the extensive literature in the area 
of oJ-type computations. 
A finite machine working on an w-type input (for example, an infinite string or 
tree) cannot read all the input in a finite number of steps, so acceptance is sometimes 
better defined by properties of the state sequence during an ~o-type computation 
than by halting states (although this latter is considered). Thus arises the possibility 
* These results are contained in the author's thesis presented for the degree of Ph.D. at the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
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of different acceptance conditions, including asymptotic onditions. For example, 
a computation might be considered successful if a certain state set is entered infinitely 
often (Biichi's condition), or if the set of states entered infinitely often has a certain 
form (Muller's condition). Many authors have considered ifferent acceptance 
conditions but an implicit agreement seems to have been reached that there are six 
natural conditions (cL any of the papers above). 
Once acceptance conditions have been agreed upon, a second important goal has 
been to compare the acceptional power of deterministic (D) and nondeterministic 
(N) machines. With the introduction of alternation (A) as an extension of nondeter- 
minism (cf. [2]) this study has been extended. As it happens, many interesting 
questions can be framed in the following form: which of inequalities D~ N~ A 
can be replaced by strict inequalities in the case of . . . .  For example, when ' . . . '  is 
polynomial-time Turing computability, the inequality translates to P _c NP_  PSPACE 
(cf. [2]); for finite automata on finite strings, it becomes D = N = A = the regular 
languages; and, for pushdown automata on finite strings, it becomes D < N = CF < 
A=U,  DTIME(2 c") (cf. [6]). Returning to w-type computations, the author has 
shown that, under the strongest condition (i.e., Muller's condition C5 below), 
alternating to-automata ccept no more to-languages than the deterministic to- 
automata do.  namely the to-regular languages--and, in fact, each to-regular 
language is accepted by an alternating w-automaton under a considerably weaker 
condition (C6 below). These results and the resolution of the inequality above for 
to-automata under each of the six acceptance conditions are presented in [8]. 
The purpose of this paper is to study properties of the classes of to-languages 
(sets of infinite strings) accepted by alternating Tudng machines under each of the 
six acceptance conditions. In [15] Wagner and Staiger gave characterisations of the 
classes of to-languages accepted by deterministic and nondeterministic w-Tudng 
acceptors (abbreviated w-TA's) in recursion-theoretic terms. We extend their results 
to alternating w-TA's. The results are presented in Table 1; the notation is explained 
in Sections 1 and 2. We did not manage to characterise the class of to-languages 
accepted by alternating w-TA's under condition C5, but we do show that it lies 
properly between the classes ~8 (Z ]) and A ~, where j8 (~) denotes the boolean closure 
of class ~. It is shown that, under the essentially finite condition C6, alternating 
to-TA's accept precisely the arithmetical w-languages. Our results answer Fiirer's 
question in [4] about the relative acceptional power of alternating to-TA's. 
Table 1 
Classes of ~o-languages accepted by ~o-TA's (/3(,Y~) c • c A~). 
Acceptance condition C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Determinism /-/o .vo •o Ho ~(2~o) //(~o) 
Nondeterminism ~] ?o ?o //o ?]  ?o 
Alternation .~ H~ ~yo H o . A~ 
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1. Preliminaries 
Let .~ be a finite input alphabet with at least two symbols. We denote by .~'  the 
set of all infinite sequences over .~. Elements of .~ ~' are called to-strings and a subset 
L of .S*" is called an to-language. The complement of L is L c = .~*~ - L. Given a class 
/2 of to-languages, we denote by/3 (/2) the boolean closure of O under the operations 
of complementation a d (finite) union. Finally, given a set S we let P°(S) denote 
the collection of nonempty subsets of S. 
For notational convenience the following definition is given in terms of a one-tape 
machine only. 
Definition 1.1. An alternating to-Turing acceptor (abbreviated to-ATA) is a septuple 
M = (Q, f, E, F, qo, 8, ~) ,  where 
(1) Q is a finite set of states; 
(2) f is a map from Q to (and, or}; i f f (q)  --- and (respectively or), then q is called 
a universal (respectively existential) state; 
(3) F is a finite tape alphabet properly containing E; 
(4) qo is a state in Q called the initial state; 
(5) 8 is a map from F x Q to P°(INS) called the transition function, where 
INS = F x Q x {1, s, r} is M's  instruction set; 
(6) ~ is a family of subsets of Q called the designated sets. 
M works on a semi-infinite tape which initially contains an input sequence x
from 2% Many of the usual conventions for Turing machines apply: given an 
instruction (a, q, d), M writes a on the tape square being scanned, changes internal 
state to q, and moves 1, 0, or -1 squares fight according as d = r, s, or 1. We shall 
assume some convention whereby the tape has an endmarker e c F - 2; from which 
the reading head never moves leftwards. M is started in state qo with its reading 
head on the endmarker. 
Definition 1.2. A run of M on x is a sequence of instructions t~ c INS °' such that 
(1) ,Vo=(e , qo, r); 
(2) if, after M has performed the instructions from an initial segment of a, it is 
in state q reading symbol a, then the next instruction is from 8(a, q). 
Given a run a e INS*', we define 
(1) I (a)= {q:state q occurs infinitely often during run a}; 
(2) O(a)={q:state q occurs during run a}. 
The acceptance conditions are defined in terms of M's run as follows: 






I (a )c  F for some Fc  ~, 
O(~)r~F~O for some Fc~,  
O(~)cF  for some Fc~,  
I(tz) c ~, 
O(a)c ~. 
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Condition C1 is known as Biichi's condition and C5 as Muller's condition. In 
Landweber's notation (cf. [3, 7]) C1 =2, C2= 2', C3 = 1, C4= 1', and C5 =3 (C6 
was overlooked). 
Definition 1.3. A nondeterministic o-TA (abbreviated to-NTA) is an to-ATA whose 
states are all existential (so f can be dropped from the notation). A deterministic 
to-TA (abbreviated to-DTA) is an to-NTA with the property that I~(a, q)l = 1 for 
each a ~ F and q s Q. Thus, an to-DTA has a unique run on each input. 
In [8, 10] acceptance by alternating to-automata is defined in terms of computation 
trees, but for to-ATA's it seems intuitively clearer and notationally more convenient 
to use the game-theoretic terminology of [5]. 
Definition 1.4. Given to-ATA M, input x~ Z'~ and acceptance condition Ci, let 
G(M, x, i) denote the following game of perfect information for two players called 
the existential p ayer E and the universal player U: between them the players choose 
a run of M on x with E (respectively, U) choosing the next instruction whenever 
an existential (respectively universal) state is reached. At each step the choice must 
conform to the definition of a run given above. An infinite sequence of choices 
obeying these rules is called a play of the game. We say E wins a play of G(M, x, i) 
iff the induced run of M satisfies condition C/. 
Definition 1.5. M accepts x in the sense of Ci i ff  player E has a winning strategy in 
G(M, x, i). The to-language accepted by M in the sense of Ci will be denoted L(M, i). 
Remark 1.6. There is an obvious correspondence b tween strategies for player E 
and the computation trees of [10], so the above definition is the natural extension 
of the notion of acceptance for alternating to-automata in [8, 10]. Moreover, apart 
from notational differences it agrees with [3, 15] in the case of deterministic and 
nondeterministic to-TA's. 
Notation. Henceforth we denote by Ai (respectively Ni, Di) the class of to-languages 
accepted by to-ATA's (respectively, to-NTA's, to-DTA's) in the sense of Ci. 
2. The arithmetical and analytical hierarchies 
In this section some basic definitions will be given. 
A recursive predicate R(n~, . . . ,  nk, x) over tok X,V°' is one that is realised by a 
fixed (deterministic) Turing machine M with an oracle for x. There are various 
ways of making this precise. For example, we can imagine that M has k + l input 
tapes, the first k containing numbers n~, . . . ,  nk and the last containing the to-string 
x. We require that M halt in a finite number of steps, with acceptance or rejection, 
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on each input of this form ([14, Chapter 9] gives another, equivalent definition). 
When k = 0, R is called a recursive to-language. Since R(x)  only depends on an 
initial segment of x, a simple application of K6nig's lemma shows that the recursive 
to-languages are exactly the finite unions of the to-languages of the form w..,~ '° with 
we,Y*. 
The arithmetical to-languages (over ,Y) are those of the form 
{x ~ ,Y°' : (Qlnl) . . .  (Qknk)R(n l , . . . ,  nk, X)}, 
where the Qi's are quantifiers (3 or V) over natural numbers and R is a recursive 
predicate over tok ×Z% We denote by ,yo the class of arithmetical to-languages 
definable as above with ~/-prefixes: that is, such that the prefix Q~ . . .  Qk contains 
at most m blocks of quantifiers of the same type, with Q~ existential (cf. [14], Section 
15.1). The c lass/7 ° is defined similarly but with Q~ universal. The intersection of 
,yo and H ° is denoted A °.  
For example, vo is the class of recursive to-languages. It is quite easy to show 
that ,Y1 ° consists of the to-languages of the form W.,Y °' where W is an r.e. subset of 
0 Z*. Thus, A ° = ~o. It is well known that Z°m c -~m+l for each m, which leads to the 
'arithmetical hierarchy' (cf. [14, Chapter 15]). 
The analytical to-languages (over Z)  are those of the form 
{x ~ Zo, : (Qlyl) . . . (QkYk)R(x,  Y l , . . . ,  Yk)}, 
where each Qi is a quantifier over a finite alphabet Zi and R is an arithmetical 
to-language over Z x Z~ x- • • x 2k. The class of to-languages definable as above with 
Zm-prefixes is denoted E l ;  H~ and A~ are defined analogously. Thus, A 1 denotes 
the class of arithmetical to-languages. 
Remark 2.1. Each of the above-defined classes is closed under finite unions and 
o intersections, so fl(Z°,,) c_ A,,,+~ for all m. 
3. Results 
Many of the methods of [3] easily adapt to our situation: for example, we have 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. For each to-ATA there is an to-ATA with a single designated set (i.e., 
I 1-- 1) which accepts the same to-language in the sense of Ci when i = 1, 2, 3, or 4, 
however, this is not the case when i = 5 or 6. 
Lemma 3.2. Each of the classes Ai is closed under finite union and intersection. 
Lemma 3.3. The classes A5 and A6 are closed under complementation. 
Proof. Let i = 5 or 6. Given an to-ATA M let M c be the to-ATA obtained from M 
by interchanging existential and universal states and by replacing gr by po(Q)_  g:; 
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this has the effect of reversing the roles of the players. M ~ has the same runs as M, 
but E wins a play in G(M, x, i) itt U wins the corresponding play in G(M ~, x, i). 
Now clearly G(M, x, i) is a Borel game (of. [5]) so it is determined (of. [9]): that 
is, either E or U has a winning strategy. Hence, E has a winning strategy in 
G(M, x, i) itt E does not have a winning strategy in G(M ~, x, i), and L(M c, i) = 
L(M, i) ~. [] 
Lemma 3.4. The to-languages in A1 (respectively, A3) are precisely the complements 
of the to-languages in A2 (respectively A4). 
Proof. Given L~ A1, by Lemma 3.1, there is an to-ATA M with a single designated 
set, F say, which accepts L in the sense of C1. Let M ¢ be the to-ATA obtained 
from M by interchanging existential and universal states and by replacing F by 
Q-F .  Then E wins a play in G(M, x, 1) iff U wins the corresponding play in 
G(M ~, x, 2), hence, as in Lemma 3.3: L(M ~, 2)= L(M, 1) ~. Similarly, L(M ~, 1)= 
L(M, 2) ~ and so on. [] 
Given a class of to-languages /2 we denote by O ~ the class of complements of 
to-languages in /2. The above arguments clearly adapt to deterministic to-TA's to 
give: (D1) c= D2, (D3) ~= D4, (D5) ~= D5 and (D6) ~= D6. 
Given a class/2 of to-languages over -~o x 2~ and a quantifier Q (3 or V) let Q'I2 
denote the class of to-languages of the form {x ~ ,~g' : Qy e ,~' ,  (x, y) e L} with Le  12. 
In particular, 3 '0  consists of the projections of the to-languages in/2. It is shown 
in [15] that Ni = =l'Di for each i = 1 , . . . ,  6. 
Theorem 3.5. Ai ___ : lN'Di  n V'::t'Difor each i = 1 , . . . ,  6. 
Proof. Fix an to-ATA M as usual. By adding dummy states we can assume without 
loss of generality that the existential and universal states alternate in all runs of M 
and that the initial state is existential. Thus, a strategy for player E (respectively, 
U) in G(M, x, i) is a map ~b (respectively ~) from (p e INS*: p has even (respectively 
odd) length} to INS. If both strategies obey the rules of the game, they induce a 
play p(x, dp, ~) of G(M, x, i); otherwise, the first player to break the rules loses. 
A strategy 4, for E can be 'linearised' as follows: let g be an effective bijection 
from to onto {p ~ INS* : p has even length} and let ~ '= ~b o g e INS°'. Similarly, let 
~b'e INS °' be a linearisation of a strategy ~ of U. Let N be a deterministic to-TA 
which, given x, ~b', and to', simulates the action of M during 'play' p(x, ~b, ~p); this 
can be done in such a way that N accepts (x, ~b', ~') in the sense of Ci i f f  player 
E wins p(x, d~, ~). By definition, M accepts x in the sense of Ci iff 
(=l~' ~ INS°')(,¢~, e INSO')(N accepts (x, ~b', ¢,') in the sense of Ci). 
Thus, L(M, i )e =l%"D/, as claimed. To prove the other result "we use the 'dual' 
machine M c defined in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4: for example, L(M, 1)= L(M ~, 2)~e 
(=1"¢'D2) c= V'=I'(D2) c= V'3'D1. The other results are similar. [] 
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Corollary 3.6 
(1) A1 = Z~, 
(2) m = n l ,  
(3) A3 = z °, 
(4) A4= H °. 
Proof. From Theorem 3.5, Lemma 3.4, and [15] we have: 
(I) ~:l = N1 ~ A1 ~ ::I'V'D1 = ::l'V'//° = =l'/-/° = .~ ]. 
(2) A2 = (A1)~= (~)~= H~. 
(3) 2 '° D3cA3c: : : I 'V 'D3 , , o , o = - -  - -  = : : l .~ l=~ ? .  = 3'¢-~1 
(4) A4=(A3)¢=(Z°)¢=H °. [] 
Proposition 3.7. The class A5 lies properly between the classes ~(,Y~) and A~ in the 
analytical hierarchies. 
Proof. Since D5=fl( ,Y°),  Theorem 3.5 shows that A5 is a subclass of A~; a 
straightforward iagonal argument shows that it is a proper subclass (left as an 
exercise). For the moment, let n denote the class of co-languages accepted in the 
sense of C5 by co-ATA's with single designated sets. Using Corollary 3.6(1) and (2) 
with Lemma 3.1, it is an easy matter to show that all the co-languages in ,Y~ and 
//~ are in ~2; moreover, ~2 is closed under union and intersection, thus fl(,Y]) is a 
subclass of ~2. Finally, by Lemma 3.1, f2 is a proper subclass of A5. [] 
The above methods show that A6 lies between the classes Z ° and A~, however, 
both bounds can be improved. 
Theorem 3.8. The co-languages accepted by co-A TA's in the sense of C6 are precisely 
the arithmetical w-languages. 
ProoL The proof is in two parts. 
(1) We first show by a direct construction that each arithmetical co-language L 
is accepted by an co-ATA in the sense of C6. By the Kleene normal form theorem 
(cf. [14, p. 338]) L can be put in the following form: 
L = {x ~ ,y,o : r lntVn23n3...  3n2k+lR(nl, n2, n3, • • •, nEk+l, X)}, 
where R is a recursive predicate, realised by a Turing machine M say, with accepting 
state qo. We describe the construction of an co-ATA N which has 2k + 2 tapes and 
special 'flag' states f~ , . . .  ,f2k+~ in addition to its working states. Initially, the last 
tape contains input x and the others are all blank. A play of G(N, x, 6) goes as 
follows: N starts writing a number (in unary say) on tape 1; at each step player E 
chooses whether to continue writing or to stop. Suppose E chooses to step when 
nl is written; then N raises flag f~ and starts writing a number on tape 2. This time 
player U chooses whether to continue writing or to stop; in the latter case, N raises 
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flag f2 and starts writing on tape 3. The play continues alternating this way until (if 
ever) N has written on tape 2k+ 1 and raised flag f2k+l. Suppose that n l , . . . ,  r/Ek+l 
have been written; then N simulates M on (n~, . . . ,  n2k+l, x) and cycles when M 
halts. 
The designated sets of N are precisely those subsets F of its state set which satisfy 
one of the following conditions: 
(a) f~ e F for 1 <~ i < 2m and f~ ~ F for 2m <~ i, for some m = 1 , . . . ,  k; or 
(b) F contains all the flag states as well as M 's  accepting state q,,. 
This choice ensures that E wins a play of G(N, x, 6) iff either (a) U declines to 
stop writing on one of the tapes, or (b) N eventually simulates an accepting 
computation of M. Hence, E has a winning strategy iff x is in L, and L(N, 6) = L 
(2) The converse uses a result of [13] on the class of tree languages accepted by 
certain automata. Let M be an to-ATA with state set Q and family 3; of designated 
sets. We can assume without loss of generality that the players alternate at each 
step (E going first) and that they have two choices at each step; then the 'game 
tree' for G(M, x, 6) (with nodes corresponding to positions in the game and branch- 
ing corresponding to choices) is an infinite binary tree. 
Let T denote the collection of infinite binary trees with nodes labelled by states 
from Q: that is, T={maps t from {0, 1}* to Q}. Given te T, we define a game g(t) 
as follows: E chooses ao from {0, 1}, U chooses a~ from {0, 1}, E chooses a2 from 
{0, 1}, and so on. E wins a play of g(t) iff the set {t(ao. . .  ak):keto} is in :~. Let 
S = {t e T: E has a winning strategy in g(t)}. It is an easy matter to show that both 
S and T -S  are accepted by Rabin's 'special automata' (of. [13]), so, by the main 
theorem of [13], S is weakly definable in the monadic second order theory of T 
(i.e., by a formula q~(t) involving quantification over just individual and finite-set 
variables). 
Now, given x e ,yo,, let ~'(x) be the game tree for G(M, x, 6) with nodes labelled 
by the state of M at the corresponding position in the game. By assumption, ~'(x) 
is an infinite binary tree with root labelled by M's  initial state, and L(M, 6)= 
{x e ,Y~' : ~-(x) e S}. Finally, introducing an effective bijection between T and to and 
a G6del numbering of finite sets (cf. [14, Section 5.6]), the defining formula ~, for 
S can be used to derive an arithmetical predicate which defines L(M, 6). The details 
are left to the reader. [] 
Example 3.9. As an application of Theorem 3.8 we consider the following 
to-language defined by an infinitely deep game formula: 
L = {x ~ ,y,o : (3yo~ ~)(Vyl ~ ~)(3y2 ~ ~). . .R(x,  y)}, 
where • is a finite set, y = YoYl • - •, and R is an to-language (over ,Y x ~)  in/3(,Y°). 
Since each to-language in fl(,vo) is accepted in the sense of C6 by a deterministic 
to-TA, we can construct an alternating to-TA which accepts L in the same sense. 
Hence, L is arithmetical. 
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